2. The Social Force Model (SFM) (Dirk Helbing, 1995)

3. The Social Force Model for Cars

Forces introduced in the SFM to reflect pedestrians behaviour are the sum of:
0
Driving force fα (t) motivates each agent to walk towards his destination
Interaction forces with other pedestrians f (t) or boundaries fαb(t) keep a certain distance
b
β(β=α) αβ
from nearby pedestrian/bounadry and avoid physical injuries in case of physical contac t.
Attractive interactions fαi(t) reflect the change of behaviour caused by an
i
attraction.
att
Joining behaviours for pedestrians is included by fαβ(t) .
β(β=α)
Fluctuation Force presents velocity fluctuation due to diverse behaviours.
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A new design concept, often delivered by means of a shared
surface street, aimed at integrated use of public spaces :
The ‘civic’, versus the ‘traffic’ function of a street.
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Aim & Objectives

Develop a mathematical model and a traffic simulation
tool capable of representing pedestrian and vehicle
behatviours in any shared space layout by:
Identifying a path for each individual pedestrian
and vehicle behaviour pattern in shared areas.
Handling potential interactions between agents.
Describing data analysis and model calibration
process.
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Forces introduced in the SFM for cars are the sum of:
0
Driving force f (t) motivates each driver to move to his destination.
γ
Interaction force with other pedestrian f (t) keeps a certain
α γα
distance from nearby pedestrians.
f (t) keeps a certain
Interaction force with other drivers
δ(δ=γ) γδ
distance from nearby drivers or adopt the behaviour of
the leading car.
Determination of
Interaction force with gboundaries f (t) keeps
b γb
the Distance
a certain distance from nearby drivers.
F
Fluctuation force presents velocity
Center of Pedestrian α
fluctuation due to diverse driving behaviours.
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1. Introduction & Motivation

dvγ (t) f 0
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3. Interaction Forces for Cars
The interaction between a car δ,
either with another car (U= α ) , or
with a pedestrian (U= γ ) is :
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Shared Space Philosophy

Contribution & Future Work
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Form Factor
Side Mirror Vision

A traffic simulation tool capable of representing
pedestrian and vehicle behaviours in anyshared space
layout, with the possibility to adjust parameters.

Blind Spot

Forward Vision considered
by the Form Factor for Vehicles

Rearview Vision considered
by the Form Factor for Vehicles
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Way-finding With Route Map
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5. Calibration Method
Input:

limited to [0, 30 ].

Simulation

≈

Microscopic Model for
Shared Space Users

Output:
The best possible
values of the fitness
for different A & B

Starting point,
goal point and Observation
desired velocity

Way-finding Without Route Map
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D M = ∑ δ xi + ∑ δ y
i
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D v2 = ( 2 −1) D m + D C , where D C = ∑ max( δ xi , δ y
i )
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The existence of cars in a shared space area
soc
is expressed by a new socio-repulsive force f
αγ
term from cars to a pedestrian.

dvα(t)

δ

i

The interaction between cars and
boundaries/pedestrians is described
by considering that cars are not
expected to have any physical contact
with boundaries or pedestrians.
γ

f0

DV2 = (√2 -1 ) Dm+ DC, where

γδ

4. SFM for Shared Spaces

SFM Extension for Pedestrians
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It is essential that the direction of the desired velocity in the SFM is to
the direction of the shortest path to the destination. A distance map is
calculated by the flood fill algorithm for agent's navigation. This ia achieved
by calculating flood fills based on a combination of Manhattan metric and
Chessboard metric.
D M = δ xi + δ y
i
f soc
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5. Obstacle Avoidance and Way-finding
Simulation
f norm
γb

soc

Deceleration Force f (t) is
γδ
considered for drivers in the
same direction of movement
within a certain dostance to
adapt the behaviour of the
leading car.
Relation between Steering
Angle and Moving Velocity:
In respect of cars, not only the
velocity is restricted to 32 km/h,
but also the steering angle ψ is

Vehicle Velocity versus
Steering Angle

The implemented microscopic simulation model for shared
space users should be calibrated based on real data.
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Socio-psychological Force f (t)
γU
keeps a certain distance from
the closeby users based on
their distance.
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Simulations of the SFM show that it is essential to integrate a
shortest path algorithm in order to model a human-like behavior.
Potential field methods have been a popular choice, due to their relative
ease and effectiveness at coordinating motion.

